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ABSTRACT

Policymakers have become increasingly concerned over the growing number

of physicians who are unwilling to accept Medicare patients on assignment.

.Our national sample of general practitioners, internists, and general surgeons

confirmed this reluctance: Over one-quarter (28.2%) of survey physicians

stated that they never accept assignment on any of their patients; a smaller

number (18.9%) report that they always do. The remaining physicians pick and

choose their assigned patients on a case by case basis. Econometric analysis

showed that assignment rates were very sensitive to reimbursement and admin-

istrative practices under Medicare. A ten percent increase in the prevailing

charge, for example, raised assignment by 14.7 percent. Higher carrier rates

of reduction and higher claims denial and investigation rates significantly

depressed assignment. The assigned and nonassigned components of the Medicare

program were found to compete with each other; assignment rates were lower

where the demand for nonassigned services was stronger. As for the kinds of

physicians who take assignment, they were disproportionately general surgeons

and foreign medical graduates.

While increases in the Medicare allowed charge should raise net assignment

rates (assuming positively sloped physician supply curves) , policymakers are

cautioned that such increases may have unintended side effects. In particular,

some assigned patients will incur higher out-of-pocket costs for care and may

be forced out of the market altogether. Two alternative recommendations are

suggested: (1) the elimination of the assignment provision altogether; or

(2) the introduction of an "all or nothing" requirement, which would eliminate

the case by case option of assignment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

A growing number of physicians are unwilling to accept Medicare patients

on assignment and limit their charges to Medicare's maximum allowed payment.

During the early years of the Medicare program, assignment rates were

relatively high, approximately 60 percent nationwide (Waldhauser, 1972). By

1976, only one out of every two Medicare claims was taken on assignment (Ferry

et al. , 1980). The willingness of the physician to take assignment has clear

implications for the financial liability of Medicare beneficiaries; for

nonassigned claims, the patient is responsible for the difference between the

physician's actual charge and the Medicare fee. The steady decline in

Medicare assignment rates over the -past ten years means that the elderly are

bearing an increasingly larger share of their total medical care bill.

Beneficiary data show an average out-of-pocket payment for physicians'

services of $79 in 1975, exclusive of premium contributions (Ferry et al.

,

1980); liability from unassigned claims accounted for 25 percent. For the

very ill, total liability may be considerable.

Low assignment rates may also restrict access of the elderly to

physicians' services, especially to ambulatory care which may be critical in

avoiding costly hospital and nursing home admissions. As assignment rates

vary systematically by specialty and by geographic region, Medicare

beneficiaries may find it more difficult to receive assigned services in

certain parts of the country, such as the Pacific Northwest, or to receive a

particular type of service, e.g., non-surgical treatment.

Policy tools to encourage assignment include raising Medicare fees and

streamlining overall administrative requirements. This study seeks to examine
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the impact of these and other factors on the physician's decision to accept

Medicare patients on assignment.

Reimbursement and Administrative Practices Under Medicare

The steady decline in assignment rates over the past ten years suggests

that there is something about the Medicare program that discourages physician

participation. In particular, if reimbursement rates are low relative to

other third-party payors, or if administrative costs associated with the

program are disproportionately greater, then physicians may be less willing to

accept patients on assignment. The model of physician behavior presented in

Chapter III is best understood within the context of Medicare policies and

procedures expected to influence physician decision making. This section

provides an institutional framework for understanding the economic

( dis ) incentives facing physicians under the Medicare program.

Reimbursement Practices

Physician services are reimbursed under Part B of the Medicare program

(Supplementary Medical Insurance). Medicare actually reimburses only 80

percent of the reasonable charge billed by the physician. The patient is

responsible for paying the remaining 20 percent of the fee (coinsurance) plus

the deductible, if not previously satisfied. The Medicare Part B deductible

is currently $60 and must be paid every calendar year. The physician enjoys

considerable flexibility in his billing options under Medicare, a topic that

will be discussed more fully later.

Medicare reimbursement policies are set nationally by the Social Security

Administration and rest on an extension of the usual, customary, and

reasonable (UCR) concept. Administrative responsibility for the actual

reimbursement of services is delegated to carriers which serve designated
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geographic areas. Approximately one-third of the sixty-one Medicare Part B

carriers are operated by Blue Shield plans and the remainder by commercial

'insurance companies. Reimbursement for physicians' services is based upon the

"reasonable" charge for a specific procedure in a given community. Medicare

defines a reasonable charge as the actual charge for that service, the

physician's customary charge for the service*, or the prevailing charge,

whichever is lowest. The prevailing charge is the "maximum allowable payment"

set by Medicare and is currently established at the 75th percentile of usual

and customary charges in a given geographic area. Since Medicare fees may

not exceed those of the Part B carrier for that area, Medicare reimbursement

levels are effectively set below those of the private market.**

The UCR concept is considerably more flexible than fixed fee schedules,

since it incorporates both historical and geographic variations in physicians'

charges. It is likely to be preferred by physicians, since customary fees in

a given area tend to increase with time, thus shifting the distribution and

exerting a constant upward push on the maximum allowed payment. Beginning in

1976, however, increases in the Medicare prevailing charge have been

constrained by an economic index reflecting office practice costs and general

earning levels. To the extent that fee inflation proceeds at a more rapid

rate than the index, Medicare prevailings will fall below the 75th percentile.

Within the guidelines outlined above, the Part B carriers have a

considerable degree of flexibility in determining prevailing charges. These

Medicare carriers are required to use the median of charges billed by a

physician as his customary charge.

While the ceilings on customary charges used by Blue Shield and other
private insurers are not generally publicized, preliminary evidence
suggests that they are established at the 88th percentile (IOM, 1976).
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discretionary practices include, for example, whether to consider claims from

the non-Medicare market in calculating customary and prevailing charges. The

inclusion of non-Medicare claims may shift the charge distribution to the

right (if they are private insurers) or to the left (if they are comparatively

lower Medicaid fees). Four of the carriers include Medicaid claims data in

their Medicare data base, seventeen include their private business, and eight

merge both Medicaid and "own" business with Medicare charge data; the

remaining one-half of the carriers consider only Medicare data in determining

reasonable charges (Muller and Otelsberg, 1979a). Carriers may also decide

whether to group customary fees by specialty and establish separate prevailing

charges. Specialty differentiation in Medicare fee screens should lead to

higher allowed reimbursement levels for specialists and encourage assignment.

Only five carriers do not recognize specialty differences; the remaining

carriers have established prevailing charges for at least two specialty

groups

.

The geographic areas used to set physician fees under Medicare are termed

"reasonable charge localities." While there are only sixty-one carriers

responsible for Medicare reimbursement, reasonable charges must be determined

for almost 300 different localities for a wide range of physician services.

The sheer number of areas is likely to generate administrative problems in

establishing fee schedules. Some reasonable charge localities encompass an

entire state (for instance, New Hampshire, Utah), while others are

subcomponents of states, or even of counties. California, for example, is

made up of 28 different localities, eight of which are in Los Angeles County

alone. In some instances, the reasonable charge locality is not even

geographically contiguous; in Massachusetts, all urban areas constitute one

locality while the suburban/rural parts of the state constitute another.
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Billing Options

Both relative fees and billing-collection costs are expected to influence

•the physician's decision to accept assignment. The physician faces two

billing options under Medicare. First, he can bill the Medicare patient at

his usual fee, just as he would any other patient. The patient is then

responsible for obtaining the reimbursement from the Medicare carrier. The

patient must pay the deductible (if not previously satisfied), the 20 percent

coinsurance on the Medicare prevailing charge, plus 10 percent of the

physician's fee above the prevailing charge. Some patients may have

supplementary private insurance that covers the coinsurance or part or ail of

the differential between the Medicare allowed charge and the physician's

actual charge. Second, the physician may choose to have the patient's bill

"assigned" to him. Under the "assignment of benefits" option, the physician

accepts the Medicare prevailing charge as payment-in-full and is paid directly

by the carrier. The physician must still bill the patient, however, to

collect the 20 percent coinsurance and any outstanding deductible.

Assume, for example, that a Medicare patient visits his/her general

practitioner (and has already exceeded the deductible) and that the

physician's usual fee is $10 and the Medicare prevailing charge $8. If the

physician accepts assignment, he bills Medicare for $6.40 and the patient for

$1.60 and knows that he will collect at least $6.40. If he does not take

assignment, he simply bills the patient for $10; the patient will receive

$6.40 from the carrier and must pay the remaining $3.60 out-of-pocket. How

much the physician actually collects in this instance will depend on the

patient. The Medicare program allows the physician to decide whether or not

to accept assignment on a case-by-case basis. What factors influence the

physician's decision? One is undoubtedly patient ability-to-pay. To the
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extent that wealthier beneficiaries are willing to pay more, the physician can

refuse assignment and charge more. For persons in an intermediate

ability-to-pay range, the physician may take assignment and bill the patient

for the 20 percent coinsurance and the deductible. In the case of the

poorest, the physician may take assignment and forego collection of the

deductible and coinsurance. This, of course, represents a form of price

discrimination (see Kessel, 1958).

Where the Medicaid program has "bought" into the Part B program (all but

five states*

)

f the physician is assured payment of the coinsurance and

deductible for his poorest patients. In these instances of joint

Medicare-Medicaid eligibility, assignment is mandatory, but the physician is

reimbursed the full prevailing charge, and not the lower Medicaid fee. His

collection costs also may be lower. Sixteen Part B carriers are also the

Medicaid fiscal agents, and payment of the coinsurance and deductible is

likely to be comparatively speedy in those areas. The size of this mandatory

assignment pool may be larger or smaller, depending upon the eligibility

requirements imposed by the individual state Medicaid program. Although

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) is a federal program, states historically

using more restrictive eligibility criteria were permitted to continue doing

so; in fourteen states, Medicaid is extended to a narrower range of aged

individuals. In addition, while thirty states have elected to provide

optional Medicaid coverage to those persons whose incomes make them ineligible

for one of the categorical assistance programs, only thirteen have bought into

the Medicare program for these "medically needy" aged.

Alaska, Louisiana, Oregon, and Wyoming, plus Arizona which has no Medicaid
program.
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Other Administrative Practices

Physician unwillingness to participate in public programs, such as

Medicare, has been attributed in part to the allegedly high administrative

costs they incur in completing insurance claims and receiving payments. These

billing and collection costs are largely a function of the claims processing

requirements employed by the insurer. Frequently returned claims,

timerconsuming insurance forms, and long delays in payment will raise the

physician's costs of collecting from Medicare, ceteris paribus . At some

point, the marginal costs of collection will outweigh the marginal revenue

received, and the physician will cease participating in the program. What

collection costs are incurred under Medicare,^ and how might these differ

between assigned and non-assigned claims?

Unlike Medicaid and most Blue Shield plans, the Medicare Part B insurance

form must be signed by the patient as well as by the physician. Depending

upon whether or not the claim is assigned, this requirement can present

bureaucratic problems for the physician. If the physician does not accept

assignment, he need not even see the insurance form; the patient is

responsible for completing the appropriate portions of the claim and sending

it to the Part B carrier, along with the physician's bill. When assignment is

accepted, however, the physician must secure the patient's signature, complete

the form, and bill Medicare directly. Obtaining the patient's signature is

potentially difficult for two reasons. First, Medicare beneficiaries are more

likely than the general population to be disoriented and incapable of signing

the form. Second, surgeons and other consulting specialists may not see the

patient later in their office (or at all for that matter), requiring them to

make a special effort to secure the patient's signature.
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When claims are incomplete, insurers must return them for additional

work. Part B carriers are prohibited by federal regulation from returning

Medicare claims forms; instead they must send a letter to the physician

requesting the missing information or additional documentation or both. This

occurs most frequently when the Medicare claim has not been assigned (15% of

the time compared with 7% for assigned claims*); when submitting the claim,

the patient may fail to include sufficient description of the physician

services that were provided. On assigned claims, lack of the patient's

signature is one of the most common reasons that the carrier must request

additional information from the physician.

Incomplete claims forms is one of the primary reasons for delays in

payment. In addition, all Medicare claims must be verified to determine

entitlement and whether the deductible has been satisfied; this process is

done internally between the Part B carrier and the Health Care Financing

Administration (Baltimore) and generally takes two to five days. While

obviously contributing to payment delays, the average processing time for

Part B claims nationwide is only two weeks. For reasons discussed earlier,

assigned claims are processed more quickly than nonassigned ones - 13.6 versus

16.6 days (Muller and Otelsberg, 1979b). Speedier payment thus is a potential

incentive to accept assignment, especially in those instances where the

patient does not pay the physician until he has been reimbursed by Medicare.

* Muller and Otelsberg, 1979b. Assigned claims are also somewhat less likely
to be denied altogether (5.3% versus 7% for nonassigned claims).
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Despite the fact that Medicare is one of the largest federal programs,

with over 24 million beneficiaries, relatively little empirical work is

available on the willingness of physicians to accept assignment. The few

multivariate studies that have been done are generally found in government

reports and not in the published literature. This may reflect a general

unawareness of the policy importance of this issue as well as the

unfamiliarity of many researchers with the complex reimbursement and other

administrative procedures associated with the Medicare program.

Descriptive Studies

Assignment rates have been falling steadily since the introduction of

Medicare in 1965. During the early years of the program, assignment rates

were relatively high, approximately 60 percent nationwide (Waldhauser, 1972).

By 1976, only one out of every two Medicare claims was taken on assignment

(Ferry et al., 1980). Assignment rates vary considerably, however, by region,

by carrier, and by specialty. The 1976 assignment rate ranged from a low of

34 percent in the Seattle HEW region to a high of 67 percent in the Boston

region (Muller and Otelsberg, 1979), intergeographic variations that are

consistent with those reported in previous years (Waldhauser, 1974).

Nationwide, Blue Cross/Blue Shield carriers obtain higher than average

assignment rates from their physicians, while commercial carriers generally

report assignment rates below the 50 percent mean (Muller and Otelsberg,

1979). Nevertheless, 13 of the 31 Blue Cross/Blue Shield carriers have below

average rates.

Excluding hospital-based physicians who generally have no discretion over

claims assignment, general surgeons are more likely to accept assignment than
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are other specialist groups (Ferry et al . , 1980).* Given their generally large

bills, surgeons may prefer the certainty of payment associated with

assignment. In addition, Medicare payment levels for surgeons have risen more

rapidly than for other physicians (Institute of Medicine, 1976), thus possibly

making the Medicare allowed charge more competitive with the surgeon's usual

fee.

Wakely et al. (1972) surveyed 314 physicians in six states regarding

their decision to accept assignment. The most important factor considered in

their decision was the patient's ability to pay. If the patient could pay the

bill, the physician would tend not to accept assignment. The physician also

was less likely to accept assignment when his customary charge was higher than

the Medicare allowed charge. Factors encouraging assignment included large

bills, the possibility of speedy payment, joint Medicare-Medicaid patients,

and a personal relationship with the patient.

Medicare claims data for 1975 provide partial support for these survey

responses. Physicians' assignment rates are considerably higher for very old

and for black beneficiaries, characteristics associated with limited ability

to pay and Medicaid eligibility (Ferry et a_l. , 1980). Almost twice as many

services provided to black patients are taken on assignment compared with

white patients (78%, versus 43%). Similarly, assignment rates increase with

patient age, with a marked jump for patients 85 years and older, 57 percent

General surgeons accept 55% of all charges on assignment, compared with 49%
for GPs, and 48% for internists. Assignment rates based on services are
somewhat lower: 50%, 47% and 44% for the three specialist groups,
respectively. Subspecialists display considerably more variation in their
willingness to accept assignment. Assignment of services ranges from 35% for
opthalmologists and ENT specialists, to 46% for urologists and orthopedic
surgeons and 47% for cardiologists. The proportion of total charges assigned
are somewhat higher: 43-51%.
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compared with 42 percent for the "young" elderly (aged 65-69). The physician

is also likely to have had a long-standing professional relationship with

those very old Medicare beneficiaries.

McCall and Rice (1980) have taken advantage of a natural experiment

to examine the impact of an exogenous change in Colorado prevailing charges

on assignment rates. Medicare prevailing charges, established for ten

separate areas, were consolidated into a single state-wide reasonable

charge locality beginning in 1977. This had the effect of lowering the

prevailing charge for urban physicians and raising it for physicians in

non-metropolitan areas. Assignment rates were calculated separately for

medical and for surgical services, and weighted by the appropriate relative

value units. Physicians were divided into two groups, based on whether

they experienced a relative rise or decline in their prevailing charges;

only two specialties (internists and general practitioners) were included

in these preliminary findings. From 1976-1978, assignment fell in both

.physician groups, but the percent decline was somewhat greater for those

physicians who had experienced a reduction in their prevailings. Internists

facing relatively lower prevailings reduced their assignment rate for

medical procedures by 4.3 percent, compared with 3 percent for internists

receiving a higher prevailing; the corresponding figures for GPs were

5.4 and 4.4 percent, respectively. (The larger decline for GPs is a

function of their higher overall assignment rate to start with.) Although

suggestive of a positive relationship between the Medicare prevailing

charge and assignment, the difference between the two groups is not large,

about one percentage point on average; unfortunately, no statistical tests

were performed.
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Multivariate Studies

Using 1969 data for 35 Medicare carriers, Huang and Koropecky (1973)

analyzed variations in assignment rates. Only carriers that covered an entire

state were included; thus, some of the most populous states, such as New York

and California, were dropped. The Medicare allowed charge had a positive, and

sometimes significant, impact on assignment rates; their regression

coefficients imply that a $1.00 increase in the allowed charge increases the

assignment rate from 1.2 to 2.4 percentage points on average, or an elasticity

around O.3.* Discretionary administrative procedures of the carrier also

influenced assignment; claims were more likely to be assigned when the carrier

recognized specialty differences in its charge determination, and when the

carrier established prevailing charges based on a mix of all insured business,

rather than Medicare claims or "own business" only. Both of these practices

presumably resulted in more generous reimbursement levels. Whether the

carrier was a Blue Shield plan or commercial insuror had no impact.

Assignment rates were significantly lower in areas where joint

Medicare-Medicaid eligibles were a smaller proportion of all Medicare

beneficiaries, i.e., where state Medicaid programs had not "bought in" the

Part B coinsurance and deductible. State per capita income and the proportion

of elderly persons living in cities exerted a negative impact, suggesting that

the demand for non-assigned Medicare services dominates the demand for

assigned services. The impact of the physician-population ratio is ambiguous,

as the coefficient was sometimes positive and sometimes negative. This

* The elasticity was calculated by Sloan, Cromwell and Mitchell (1977).
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variable was probably misspecifled, as the authors (for reasons not stated)

restricted the numerator to general practitioners only. Other non-significant

variables included the proportion of population white, the proportion of

elderly 75 years or older (a proxy for need), and the proportion of

non-elderly with insurance.

Institute of Medicine (1976) estimated assignment rate regressions for

the years 1969 through 1972 using a five percent sample of Medicare claims.

The carrier rate of reduction (i.e., the percentage of times the Medicare

payment is less than the physician's actual charge) and per capita income

coefficients were consistently negative and statistically significant in all

four years. A one percent increase in the Medicare claims not paid in full

reduced the assignment rate by 1.3 to 1.5 percent. The mean allowed charge

was included only in regressions for 1970 and 1971; parameter estimates for

this variable were positive in both cases, significant in 1970 and nearly so

in 1971. The physician-population ratio coefficient was positive in three out

of the four regressions, but only significant in 1972, when the coefficient

was positive. The coefficients associated with percent of population over age

65 were consistently negative, but not significant.

Using Medicare claims data from the Bureau of Health Insurance, Muller

and Otelsberg (1979) analyzed assignment at the carrier level. Detailed data

were collected on the discretionary practices of carriers in reasonable fee

determination; these practices were then ranked based on degree of

"toughness." Explanatory variables in their regression equations were derived

from factor analysis rather than from a theoretical model. Consequently,

there were few directional hypotheses and many of their parameter estimates

can not be interpreted. In addition, other important variables expected to

influence the demand and supply of Medicare services were simply not included.
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High claims investigation and denial rates tended to depress assignment rates.

Assignment rates were also significantly lower when the carrier compared

' non-Medicare fee screens in its determination of the Medicare prevailing

charge, a presumably tougher pricing policy. A high mortality rate for the

aged increased assignment, a finding attributed by the authors to a charity

motive on the part of physicians; a sicker elderly population is more likely

to have exhausted their financial resources. A more cynical interpretation

might be that physicians accept assignment in order to ensure payment from

those patients expected to expire soon. Finally, assignment rates were

significantly higher in areas with more intern and residency programs per

hospital, ostensibly because the larger supply of physicians associated with

such programs introduces a competitive element to the market for Medicare

services.

Muller and Otelsberg also estimated regression equations for the Blue

Shield and commercial carriers separately. Unfortunately, there was no

consistency in the choice of explanatory variables, and hence comparisons are

limited. Medicare claims were less likely to be assigned among those Blue

Shield carriers with high investigation rates, as expected. Another

discretionary practice variable, the strictness of procedures used when a

prevailing charge could not be set by standard methods, had a significant

positive effect on assignment. Based on the authors' description, it would

appear that this variable was mismeasured. * Assignment was also positively

related to expense per hospital bed, and negatively to the proportion of

general hospitals with long-term care facilities. In the absence of a

* Two-thirds of the carriers with this "tougher" practice probably never had
to use it, because they employed more lenient procedures to set the
prevailing charge in the first place.
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theoretical framework and without holding other variables constant, it is

difficult to interpret these findings.

When a commercial insurance company is the Part B carrier, high denial

rates depress assignment. A high concentration of interns and residents among

physicians increased assignment, a finding consistent with the residency per

hospital variable in the "all carrier" equation. Finally, assignment rates

were lower in areas with high "other" physician-population ratios. "Other"

physicians consists of all office-based physicians who are not general

practitioners, medical or surgical specialists. Who is left? Presumably a

few psychiatrists, radiologists and anesthesiologists. As in other instances,

the authors have no theoretical justification for the inclusion of this

variable and can not offer even an ex post explanation for its effect.

Using 1976 survey data for a national sample of physicians,* Sloan,

Cromwell and Mitchell (SCM, 1977) estimated regression equations with two

alternative specifications of assignment: (1) percentage of Medicare

patients' bills taken on assignment and (2) an estimate of the percentage of

the physician's total practice devoted to Medicare patients on assignment.

Findings with the former specification (percent Medicare claims assigned) will

be summarized first; any differences in coefficients with the second

regression will then be noted. Unlike the studies previously described, the

physician was the unit of analysis. The sample consisted of private practice,

office-based physicians in four specialties: general practice, general

surgery, internal medicine, and OB-GYN. All data were based on physician

self-reports. Two variables were included to measure the influence of

relative fee schedules: the Medicare prevailing charge for a hospital visit,

and Blue Shield's allowed fee for the same procedure. The Medicare prevailing

charge was consistently negative (although insignificant) and dropped from the

This is the same NORC-HCFA survey that was analyzed for this project.
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analysis. The authors state that this self-reported fee may have contained

considerable errors-in-variables ; some unknown number of survey physicians may

have reported the 80 percent of the fee reimbursed by the carrier rather than

the actual prevailing charge. The Blue Shield fee was negative as predicted,

however, suggesting that other insurors compete with Medicare for the

physician's scarce time.

Collection costs were measured by physician estimates of the relative

difficulty of dealing with Medicare. Physicians were less likely to accept

assignment when Medicare claims were returned more frequently for additional

work and when more time was required to complete the claim form. Delays

associated with receiving payment from Medicare had a positive (albeit

insignificant) effect on assignment, contrary to theory.

Foreign medical graduates were more likely to take assignment, as

expected, due to lower demand for their services in the private market. Two

other physician credential variables, board-certification and medical school

faculty status, were insignificant. Compared with general practitioners,

general surgeons accepted more claims on assignment, and internists fewer, a

finding consistent with descriptive data from other studies. The coefficient

for OB-GYNs was not significant.

Physicians with large nonpractice incomes did appear to take fewer

assigned claims, but two other time price variables, whether the physician was

at least 60 years old or had preschool children, were both insignificant.

Political attitudes did play a significant role, however: conservative

physicians were less willing to take assignment, and liberal physicians more

so. Physicians also took fewer claims on assignment when practice costs were

high; a variable measuring wage rates for nonphysician personnel was negative

and highly significant.
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Traditional demand variables did not have the expected impacts. Per

capita income .was not significant (in contrast with other studies), and areas

with a high proportion of population 65 years and over significantly reduced

assignment. The authors had hypothesized that a large elderly population

would raise demand for assigned services. At the same time, however, demand

will be increased for non-assigned Medicare services. Even holding income

constant, the latter effect seems to dominate, a finding consistent with Huang

and Koropecky, and with Institute of Medicine. Finally, although neoclassical

theory predicts that increased competition should encourage assignment, the

physician-population ratio was negative and significant.

When the dependent variable is specified as the proportion of the

physician's practice devoted to Medicare patients on assignment, there are two

major changes of interest in the parameter estimates. First, the coefficient

associated with the internist variable became positive and significant. Tnis

is simply a casemix effect, as internists typically see more Medicare patients

than do general practitioners (NCHS, 1978c). Second, in areas with a higher

concentration of elderly persons, it was expected that physicians would treat

more Medicare patients, both assiqned and non-assigned. The assigned Medicare

share of the physician's caseload should then be higher in those areas,

ceteris paribus , yet the proportion elderly variable was insignificant.

Using a similar conceptual model to SCM, Paringer (1979) analyzed

assignment rates for a sample of solo general practitioners, general surgeons,

and internists in northern California. Physician-specific data on fees,

.assignment, and procedure mix were obtained directly from the Part B carrier

for the years 1972 through 1975. In order to evaluate the differential impact

of policy tools, Paringer estimated assignment equations separately for

physicians who participated in Medicaid and those who did not. Because these
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two groups are by definition on different portions of their demand curves,*

they will respond differently to changes in price or demand. Two-stage least

squares was used for the analysis, treating the physician's usual fee as

endogenous. As assignment may vary systematically with the type of service

provided, Medicare output was expressed in California Relative Value Scale

units for each physician.

High Medicare prevailings had a positive impact on assignment, but were

significant only for nonparticipants in Medicaid. Paringer had hypothesized

that assignment rates for Medicaid participants would actually fall, as output

is shifted from the assigned to the non-assigned market; instead, the relative

distribution appears unchanged. Increases in the physician's usual fee had

the expected negative impact on assignment in both equations. General

practitioners, foreign medical school graduates, and less experienced

physicians were all significantly more likely to accept assignment. The

negative coefficient for general surgeons, unlike SCM's positive finding,

undoubtedly is a function of Paringer 's adjustment for procedure mix; holding

type of service constant, surgeons are less likely to take assignment. High

personnel costs for Medicaid participants were associated with higher

assignment rates, in marked contrast to SCM. (The wage coefficient was

insignificant for non-participants.) County population was introduced in

linear form to capture any urban-rural effects on assignment. Medicaid

participants practicing in highly populated areas were found to have higher

assignment rates, with no difference for non-participants. Finally,

assignment rates were lower in areas of high physician density in both

equations. Although inconsistent with neoclassical theory, this finding is

consistent with SCM.

* The Medicaid participant physician has exhausted the Medicare assignment
market and moved into the lower paying Medicaid market. The nonparticipant,
on the other hand, is still able to increase his supply of Medicare
assigned services.
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Paringer also estimated similar regression equations, using voluntary

assignment rates as the dependent variables. As joint Medicare-Medicaid

claims are excluded, variations in this rate provide a "purer" measure of the

physician's discretion in accepting assignment. Results are generally similar

with those from the total assignment equations, with at least one noteworthy

difference. Surgeons were significantly more likely, and internists as

likely, to accept voluntary assignment, compared with general practitioners.

Total assignment rates were significantly lower for both of these specialists;

this can occur only if they are less willing to see the joint

Medicare-Medicaid patient. Paringer suggests this finding may be the result

of differences in specialty location, but it' is also consistent with what we

know about specialty differences in Medicaid participation generally. (See,

for example, Sloan, Mitchell, and Cromwell, 1978.

)
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III. ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK FOR MEDICARE ASSIGNMENT

The physician's decision to take Medicare claims on assignment is similar

to his Medicaid participation decision. In both instances, the physician

agrees to accept the maximum allowed charge as payment-in-full. The model of

Medicare assignment described here is based on the theory of physician

participation in public programs developed by Sloan, Cromwell, and Mitchell

(1978) and its extension specifically to Medicare assignment by Paringer

(1980). Briefly, the physician is regarded as facing demand schedules in two

markets. In the fee-setting market, the physician establishes the price of

his services and patients pay either out of pocket or through private

insurance. In the price-taking market, the physician accepts the third-party

payor's fee schedule as payment-in-full. The physician is a price-taker when

he accepts assignment under Medicare.

Medicare differs in two critical ways from Medicaid, however, that will

influence the assignment decision. First, even under assignment, the

physician may bil,l the patient for amounts corresponding to the deductible as

well as the fraction (20%) of the prevailing charge not paid for by Medicare.

Because of these cost-sharing features, changes in the maximum allowed payment

under Medicare will have demand as well as supply effects. Second, the

physician may choose on a case-by-case basis whether or not to accept

assignment. He may elect to take only a portion of his Medicare patients on

assignment and charge the others his usual fee; he may even refuse assignment

for one claim and accept the next claim for the same patient. For some or all

of his assigned patients, furthermore, the physician may forego collection of

the coinsurance. Previous empirical work indicates that approximately

one-half of office-based physicians do selectively exercise this option on a
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case-by-case basis (Sloan, Cromwell and Mitchell, 1977; Wakeley et al. , 1972).

Such flexibility in billing greatly complicates the analysis, as will be seen

below.

The Elderly Market for Physician Services

Let us consider for the moment solely the demand YM for physician

services by the elderly, without insurance (see figure III-I.)*. Demand is

downward-sloping, and additional visits are demanded only at a lower price.

At zero price, the elderly would demand a maximum of VM physician services.

Assuming no price discrimination and revenue maximization for each visit

level, the physician will move down along his marginal revenue curve (YX),

until marginal revenue equals marginal costs.

Let us now introduce a health insurance program like Medicare. Assume

that, for a given physician, a maximum allowed payment under Medicare is set

at R, with a coinsurance rate, Y equal to 20 percent. In order to simplify

the graphical analysis, we also assume that the deductible has already been

satisfied. The patient is responsible for paying YR out-of-pocket, while

Medicare will pay the remainder of the allowed charge, (1-Y )R. This shifts

demand upward by an amount equivalent to (1-Y )R, and results in a new demand

curve, ACDM, and a new marginal revenue curve, AX'. The insured demand curve

is kinked at D, because visits beyond VM would imply negative out-of-pocket

expenditures.

We will assume for now that the physician incurs no collection costs for

either his assigned or his non-assigned patients. There are no costs

TE ;

The model is easily extended to incorporate private, non-elderly demand.
From the physician's viewpoint, the non-assigned Medicare patient is no
different from his other private patients; both are charged his usual fee.
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Figure III-l: THE ELDERLY MARKET FOR MEDICARE SERVICES
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associated with billing the government directly for his services. In

addition, he is able to extract the full bill from the patient without

incurring collection costs. In the non-assigned market, demand is

downward-sioping as before, while in the market for assigned Medicare

services, the physician can supply as much as he chooses for a fixed price

(subject to demand constraints discussed below). In maximizing revenue, the

physician will move down along his new marginal revenue curve AB, until

marginal revenue falls below the Medicare allowed charge R, or point B. After

B, it becomes financially advantageous to accept marginal patients on

assignment, because he can receive a constant R from these patients without

having to lower his fee for all his nonassigned patients. (The assignment

decision is also influenced by whether the patient is Medicaid-eligible, as

the physician must accept this patient on assignment or not accept public

reimbursement for him. We will discuss the implications of this later.

)

When the physician begins taking patients on assignment, he enjoys a

constant marginal revenue equal to R for each visit supplied. Along the

horizontal curve BC, the physician receives (1-y )R from Medicare and Y R from

the patient. Because of the coinsurance, however, the marginal revenue curve

kinks at C, and marginal revenue is again downward-sloping, as patients are no

longer willing to pay the full coinsurance. As shown on the original demand

curve YM, patients will demand only Vc services at a net price of Y R. Along

CD, the physician receives (1-Y )R plus whatever fraction of the coinsurance

his patients are willing to pay him. The marginal revenue and demand curves

coincide along CD, assuming that the physician price discriminates among these

patients ex post . Because of the UCR procedures used to set Medicare fees,

the physician must bill his full allowed charge, R, to all his assigned
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patients. This way he ensures that he receives at least (1-Y )R from the

carrier and leaves it up to the patients to pay the remainder. Eventually,

patient demand is exhausted (i.e., the out-of-pocket price falls to zero),

limiting the extent of the assigned market to VM_yB# *

Whether the physician enters the assignment market, and the amount of

visits he supplies there, will depend on the intersection of his marginal

revenue and marginal cost curves. Consider three physicians whose MR and MC

curves intersect at points 1,2, and 3. The physician at point 1 will supply

v 1 non-assigned visits at price P1 and will not enter the assignment market.

At point 2, the physician will allocate VB visits -to non-assigned patients at

p2 and V2-Vb on assignment. In the assignment market, physician 2 receives

the constant Medicare payment R, as all of his assigned patients are willing

to pay the full coinsurance. The physician at point 3 also provides Vjj visits

to nonassigned patients, but participates more extensively in the assignment

market, supplying V3_Vb visits . For V3-VC assigned visits, however, patients

are not willing to pay the full coinsurance and the physician's marginal

revenue falls below R.

The Impact of a Medicare Fee Increase

What happens when the Medicare allowed charge is increased? As seen

graphically in Figure III-2, the impact on assignment is unequivocally

positive.** An increase in the Medicare reimbursement level from R to R'

shifts up the horizontal portion of the assigned marginal revenue curve from

jfc
;

— ——

—

The size of the assigned market will be constrained inter alia by the number
of elderly in the physician's community, and his specialty. Pediatricians,
for example, would not see any Medicare patients.

**-This is in marked contrast to Paringer (1980) who states that the predicted
impact of a fee increase is ambiguous.
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Figure III-2: THE IMPACT OF MEDICARE FEE INCREASE ON ASSIGNMENT
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BC to B'C') and should encourage the physician to accept assignment. Holding

nonassigned demand constant, a fee increase would induce physicians to accept

assignment at a lower level of output (VA) than before, producing a

reallocation of VB_yA visits from the non-assigned to the assignment market.

Two factors may attenuate the net impact of a fee increase on assignment,

however. First , the out-of-pocket price falls for non-assigned patients; their

net price is reduced by ( 1- Y )
• (R'-R) , or 80 percent of the difference between

the old and new Medicare fees.* Demand by non-assigned patients will

subsequently shift upward from AB to A'B', resulting in an outward shift in

marginal revenue. Physicians can raise their usual fees (from P2 to P3)

because these patients can now collect more from Medicare and consequently are

willing to pay more at any visit level. Hence, the net reallocation of

Medicare output from non-assigned to assigned is considerably smaller, Vg-vg^

rather than VB_vA , but still clearly positive.

Second, because of the coinsurance, an increase in the Medicare fee

effectively increases the out-of-pocket burden for assigned patients from Y R

to yR' , and assigned patients will demand fewer visits at this new price. As

seen in Figure III-2, the second kink in the physician's marginal revenue

curve (C 1

) occurs at a lower level of total output than before the fee

increase. For physicians to the right of this kink (C ) , a larger proportion

of their assigned patients are unwilling to pay the full coinsurance, thus

lowering marginal revenue in the assignment market. Because the downward-

Say, for example, the Medicare allowed charge was $8 and the physician's
usual fee $10. The nonassigned patient would be responsible for paying $1.60
(0.2 x $8) coinsurance plus $2, for a total of $3.60. If the Medicare fee is
increased from $8 to $10, the nonassigned patient now must only pay the $2
coinsurance for the same visit. This results in a net increase in the
physician's usual fee, as demand increases.
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sloping portion (CD') begins sooner than before, the increase in assignment

rates will not be as great as it would have been. Assume a physician with

supply curve MC^ prior to the increase in Medicare reimbursement, all his

patients were more than willing to pay the full coinsurance. Now with the

increase, he expands his Medicare practice, seeing poorer patients. But

instead of increasing his output to V2 visits, the physician only expands to

V"1 visits, because he is not receiving the entire coinsurance from all his

marginal patients; thus he supplies V2-V1 fewer assigned visits than in the

absence of a coinsurance effect.

Despite these two attenuating effects, the net impact of a Medicare fee

increase on assignment is clearly positive as we can see graphically. The

horizontal portion of the marginal - revenue curve shifts up in the assigned

market by R'-R, while in the non-assigned market the downward-sloping portion

increases by a necessarily smaller amount, (1-Y)
. (R'-R) . The resultant shift

of B to the left implies earlier assignment by the physician in the long-run,

and a positive net gain in assigned visits.

The Medicare Market under Price Discrimination

The preceding analysis has assumed that the physician does not price

discriminate. What happens if we now assume that he is a perfect price

discriminator? The marginal revenue curve becomes the demand curve and the

physician is able to extract from each patient exactly what he/she is willing

to pay without having to lower his fee to previous patients. The physician

would move down his demand curve ACD (see Figure III-1), deriving marginal

revenue greater than or equal to R at each visit level. Beyond VB vi sits, he

still does not accept assignment because he is able to collect a fee greater
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than R from each marginal patient. After point C, patients are willing to pay

only some fraction of the coinsurance out-of-pocket and marginal revenue falls

below R. The physician continues to move down along his demand curve (CD),

deriving marginal revenue such that (l-Y)R <_ MR < R. Along CD, the physician

will be indifferent to assignment. (We continue to make the crucial

assumption that he incurs no collection costs, or no relative differences in

collection costs between insurer and patient. ) Thus, under perfect price

discrimination, we observe that the physician will take many fewer, if any,

patients on assignment, as point C is clearly to the right of E, and thus at a

greater level of total Medicare output. Under less than perfect price

discrimination, we can imagine the old marginal revenue curve (AB) rotating

out towards the demand curve (ACDM), thereby putting off the point where

marginal revenue falls below R and where the physician enters the assignment

market.

The Impact of Collection Costs

So far, the collection of the physician's fee — either from the patient

or the government -- has been presumed costless. With no collection costs and

a perfect collection rate, we observe the "ideal" demand (ACDM) and marginal

revenue (ABX) curves shown in Figure III-3. The non-discriminating physician

begins accepting patients on assignment after volume exceeds VB visits, where

marginal revenue falls below R, the Medicare allowed fee.

In fact, however, the physician may experience difficulties or delays in

collection. Consider trying to collect from patients first. The patient may

be tardy in paying, requiring repeated prodding from the physician. Even with
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reminders, the patient may pay only a portion of the bill; in the extreme

case, the non-assigned patient may collect (l-Y)R from Medicare but pay the

physician nothing.* The net fee (NP) the physician receives can be written as

NP = k(g,P). P - g

where k(g,P) = collection rate, g = collection cost per visit, and P = the

physician's gross fee. The collection rate, k, is assumed to depend

positively on g and inversely on P; the more money physicians spend on

collection, the higher the collection rate. Conversely, for a given

collection effort, the collection rate should be lower, the higher the

physician's fee. For a given demand curve, an infinite family of "net" demand

and marginal revenue curves exist, one for every possible value of g.

For example, assume g = $1 and k=.7 - .002P + . 05g. ** Then NP = P ( . 75-. 002P )-l

,

and the physician's net price is a polynomial function of P, his gross price. For

P = (where demand intersects the horizontal axis), NP=-1. Other values of NP for

different Ps would be (P = 1, NP = -.252, k=.748), (P = 2 , NP = .492, k= .746),

(P = 10, NP = 6.30, k = .73), (P = 100, NP = 54, k = .55), etc. NP for g = $1 is shown

in Figure III-3 as A'Y. It is shifted down from ACD by $1 and rotated in around Y such

that at P= 0, NP = -1; and P = A, NP = .75A -.002A2 -1. if A = $100,

then NP = $54.***

*In this instance the non-assigned Medicare option performs a redistributive
function, transferring taxpayer income and physician services to the
non-paying elderly. The threat of reduced access to physician care in
future periods presumably limits undesirable behavior of this type.

**A simple, linear specification of k implicitly assumes constant effects of P

and g on collection rates. A more realistic, but unduly complicated,
specification would show declining returns to expenditures on collection and
more rapidly declining collection rates as fees increase.

***The net demand curve A'Y in Figure III-3 is represented linearly, although
a curvilinear form would be more representative of the polynomial
relationship between P and NP. A linear representation does not change the

theoretical conclusion, and was simpler graphically.
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How much the physician's demand and marginal revenue curves are shifted

(and rotated) inwards depends on P, k and g. In fact, for a given collection

function, k*(g
/ p) / an optimal g* exists that maximizes net (of collection

costs) revenue. The physician should be willing to spend on collection up to

the point where dNP/dg = P«dk/dg -1 = or the marginal increase in the net

fee equals one dollar (see Sloan, Cromwell, and Mitchell, 1978, p. 108 for a

formal proof). A'Y can be thought of as such an optimal net demand curve.

Any other unit collection cost, g ¥ g*
, produces a net demand curve below the

maximal one. Physicians such as surgeons who have high fees should be willing

to spend more on collection because the marginal return (= Pdk/dg) is higher.

This is true in spite of the fact that their average collection rate will be

lower. Collection rates will also be lower in poorer communities generally.

Whether physicians serving these communities would exhibit higher collection

costs would depend on the marginal impact that increased collection efforts

would have on patient payments. If poorer patients are generally impervious

to continued prodding, physicians may actually incur little or no collection

costs, choosing instead to maximize the net return by keeping costs down. To

collect a fixed amount from the poor, on the other hand, would necessarily

require greater collection costs. It just may not be worthwhile; better to

lower the amount collected than to spend collection monies in vain.

Positive patient collection costs unambiguously lead to earlier, more

extensive Medicare assignment as shown in Figure III-3. Here, the

non-discriminating physician's potential assigned output increases from Vg^ to

VfM with a net gain in assigned visits of Vb - Vf«

Collecting from Medicare directly is generally not costless either.

Assuming a constant unit cost associated with collecting from Medicare for
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assigned bills, the physician's net fee is reduced by a constant amount.*

This is represented in Figure III-3 as a downward shift in the Medicare

allowable from R to R" (the difference equal to g, the average unit cost of

collecting from Medicare). Holding patient collection costs constant (i.e.,

g=$1 in our example), positive Medicare collection costs unambiguously reduce

assignment (by VE _Vp visits according to Figure III-3).

The total effect of Medicare and patient collection costs on the

willingness to accept assignment is ambiguous, however. In Figure III-3,

collection costs are shown to increase assignment by Vg _ visits. It is

conceivable that collecting from patients is relatively easier than from the

Medicare carrier, thereby reducing assignment. Previous evidence (Sloan,

Cromwell, Mitchell, 1978, p. 157) supports the contention that direct payment

from Medicare reduces physician collection costs, but the advantage is small

if physician self-reports are to be believed.**

Joint Medicaid-Medicare Patients

The physician must accept a joint Medicaid-Medicare beneficiary on

assignment or not accept any public reimbursement for him. The pool of joint

Medicare-Medicaid patients will lengthen the horizontal curve BC ( see Figure

III-1 ) , as marginal revenue equals R for all patients. (The Medicare carrier

pays (l-Y)R, while the state Medicaid program is responsible for YR. ) Unlike

This ignores collection costs associated with collecting the 20 percent
coinsurance from the patient. Given the small out-of-pocket burden, this
should be negligible.

The average physician reports that he would be willing to discount his bill
by only about 2 percent for the privilege of direct payment.
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other assigned patients, these joint eligibles face no out-of-pocket price for

care, and thus demand will be perfectly inelastic. Consequently, a Medicare

fee increase will have a stronger positive impact on assignment rates, when

these patients constitute a larger share of the physician's Medicare caseload.

There is no attenuating demand shift for nonassigned visits accompanying a

reimbursement increase, as there is for the "pure" Medicare patient.

Referring back to Figure III-2, we can see that where B'C is longer (and

thus C kinks at a greater level of Medicare output), the physician with MC-|

will supply more assigned visits (V2 _V-| more).

Because there are no out-of-pocket payments, the physician will not incur

any collection costs from the patient. He will still incur any expenses

associated with billing Medicare directly, as well as from the state Medicaid

program which is responsible for paying YR. Collection costs associated with

Medicaid are identical in impact to those of Medicare: they lower the

physician's marginal revenue from assigned patients, discouraging entry into

the assignment market. The magnitude of their effect may be considerably

larger, however; physicians have consistently cited the Medicaid program as

having more onerous administrative requirements than Medicare (Sloan,

Cromwell, and Mitchell, 1978). Given relatively higher collection costs

associated with Medicaid, physicians may either refuse to treat

joint-eligibles, or they may simply decline to bill the state agency for YR.
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Private Demand Factors

Until now we have ignored non-Medicare demand for physician services and

analyzed only demand by the elderly. The model is easily extended, however,

to incorporate private, non-elderly demand. Increases in private demand are

similar to those in the demand for non-assigned Medicare services; both bid

the physician's time away from the assignment market. The physician's total

output in the non-assigned market (elderly and non-elderly) can be determined

by horizontally summing the two downward-sloping marginal revenue curves.

Fee Schedules of Other Insurors

Medicare competes with other third-party payors for the physician's

scarce time. Where other third parties offer higher levels of reimbursement,

the physician will be less willing to accept Medicare patients on assignment.

Empirical evidence from other studies of fixed fee programs such as Medicaid

shows that higher private fee schedules discourage physician participation

(Sloan, Cromwell, Mitchell, 1978).

Ability to Pay

Per capita income and assignment are hypothesized to be negatively

related (Huang and Koropecky, 1973;IOM, 1976). Higher incomes will shift the

physician's fee-setting demand curve outwards, thereby lowering assignment

rates. Medicare coverage will raise demand for both assigned and nonassigned

services; previous work suggests that, holding income constant, the demand for

nonassigned services dominates (Sloan, Cromwell, Mitchell, 1977). Thus,

greater Medicare coverage is hypothesized to lower assignment rates, ceteris

paribus

.

Health Status

The health status of the patient population is a proxy for both medical
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needs and wealth; consequently it exerts two offsetting effects. On the one

hand, poor health status among the elderly will raise the demand for Medicare

services generally, as sicker persons require more care. At the same time,

sicker persons are more likely to have exhausted personal financial resources

and to be unable to pay the physician's usual charge. The impact of the first

effect is ambiguous, as it depends upon the relative health of assigned and

non-assigned patients. The second effect is clearly negative, as the poorer

elderly are less able to compete for physician services.

Physician Credentials

Physicians with attributes generally associated with higher quality face

a greater demand for their services in the fee-setting market and thus may be

less willing to accept assignment. Physician credentials include specialty

training, board-certification, whether he has a medical school faculty

appointment, and whether he is a foreign medical school graduate. General

practitioners, non-board-certified physicians, and FMGs are hypothesized to

take more Medicare claims on assignment. Elderly patients form a

disproportionately large share of internists' caseloads, however (NCHS,

1978a) , and thus for casemix reasons, internists may devote a large proportion

share of their total practice to assigned patients. (Their assignment rate,

the ratio of assigned to total Medicare patients, would still be low compared

with general practitioners due to the specialty demand effect discussed

above.) While medical school faculty would be expected to accept fewer

patients on assignment, furthermore, they may practice in settings such as

hospital OPDs with high Medicaid caseloads. For these patients, assignment is

mandatory and we would expect faculty physicians to report higher assignment

rates, despite their better credentials.
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Physician Age

The older physician is likely to face a drop in demand for his services.

Referring physicians may decline to send him new patients, preferring to

recommend the services of a younger physician more fully acquainted with the

latest medical techniques. The older physician may also find that his own

patients are "retiring" him (Freidson, 1970). A dwindling practice load and a

fall-off in referrals will encourage the aging physician to enter the

price-taking market and accept assignment.

Physician Competition

Traditional economic theory predicts that the physician-population ratio

will be positively related to assignment rates. As the supply of physicians

increase, demand per physician falls in the fee-setting market, encouraging

acceptance of Medicare patients on assignment. If physicians are able to

induce demand for their services, on the other hand, then the

correlation between physician supply and assignment will be zero or even

negative.* Previous empirical work suggests that the relationship is in fact

negative (Paringer, 1980; Sloan, Cromwell, and Mitchell, 1977).

Supply Factors

Supply factors influencing the assignment decision include billing and

collection costs associated with Medicare assignment and practice costs,

including an imputed wage to the physician's time. The impact of

administrative costs on assignment has been discussed earlier, but we should

emphasize here that assignment appears to be relatively more attractive to the

physician with large bills (Ferry et al. , 1980). He may be willing to trade

*A non-positive correlation could also be explained by a rise in
"quality-amenities," such as longer office visits spent with the physician.
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off some positive collection costs in return for certainty of payment. Thus,

surgeons are hypothesized to have higher assignment rates than do other

specialists or general practitioners. At the same time, however, surgeons

face a higher demand in the private market; which effect dominates will be

test empirically.

Physicians may also be more willing to accept assignment for sicker

Medicare patients (Muller and Otelsberg, 1979), in order to ensure payment for

those patients expected to expire soon. Alternatively, we might attribute

this behavior to price discrimination; a sicker elderly population is more

likely to have exhausted their financial resources. Holding ability-to-pay

constant, however, a significant effect associated with poorer health status

would suggest that certainty of payment for these patients offsets Medicare

collection costs.

Practice Costs

As wage rates rise for non-physician personnel, it is less likely that

the Medicare allowed charge will provide sufficient marginal revenue to

cover increased practice costs. Thus, in areas with high wage rates,

physicians are hypothesized to accept fewer claims on assignment. This

hypothesis has the discouraging corollary that wage and price inflation will

result in declining assignment rates over time.

A large component of practice costs is the physician's own time.

Assuming Medicare assigned services yield comparatively low marginal revenue,

the physician will reduce his output by reducing his caseload of assigned
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patients first. Physicians with substantial non-practice income and female

physicians with children* should value their lesure time more highly and thus

prefer to work in the fee-setting market. Older physicians may also have a

relatively high time price and thus take fewer patients on assignment. At the

same time private demand for their services is falling, a factor encouraging

assignment; which effect dominates will be tested empirically.

Political Attitudes

Finally, physician political attitudes, especially beliefs about the role

of government in medicine, may influence assignment rates. In particular,

more conservative physicians may be less willing to participate in a fixed fee

public program (Sloan, Cromwell, and Mitchell, 1978).

* Past research by Sloan (1975) indicates that female physicians with children
work fewer hours, and the number of children has no impact on the work
patterns of male physicians.
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IV. DATA BASES

Sources of Data

The primary data base for the analyses was the 1975 NORC-HCFA

physician survey.* This survey contains all physician-specific

variables, including number of visits, credentials, personal

characteristics, and Medicare assignment.

The majority of community demand variables were drawn from

the Area Resource File, including demographic and health status

characteristics of the county population. Per capita income and

ratios of office-based physicians to county populations were obtained

from the American Medical Association: Physician Distribution and

Medical Licensure in the U.S. Data on the number of elderly SSI

recipients for 1976 (as a proxy for joint Medicare-Medicaid eligibles)

^ere gathered from the 1977 City and County Data Book .

Self-reported Medicare fee data from the HCFA survey were not

used in this analysis. Instead, prevailing charges for hospital

vistis were obtained from the 1976 Medicare Directory of Prevailing

Charges . The Medicare Directory annually publishes prevailing

charges for 50 different medical procedures (including visits) for

each of the reasonable charge localities in the U.S. These charges

are listed both for general practitioners and for specialists, except

where the Medicare Part B carrier makes no specialty differentiation

in its fee screens.

Data collection actually took place in 1976; cost and income data
refer to the previous calendar year, hence its designation as a 1975
survey. All other data, such as fees and visits, refer to the actual
year in which they were obtained (1976)

.
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Finally, carrier-specific data on collection costs associated

with Medicare assignment were obtained from the HCFA Grants and

Contract Report : Study of Physician Reimbursement under Medicare

and Medicaid: Volume I by Charlotte Muller and Jonah Otelsberg.

This report presents the carrier rate of reduction, investigation

and denial rates, and mean processing times for assigned claims for

each of the Part B carriers in 1976.

Sample Description

The Medicare assignment analysis was limited to three specialties:

general/family practice, general surgery, and internal medicine, with

a total unweighted sample size of 711,* Pediatricians were excluded,

as they simply never treat the elderly. We also decided to exclude

OB-GYNs, as they very rarely treat Medicare patients. Only two percent

of all office visits to OB-GYNs, for example, are made by women

65 years or older (NCHS , 1978b). Similarly, only 1.2 percent of all

visits made by the elderly are spent with OB-GYNs (NCHS, 1978c). For

these specialists, the assignment decision has little financial impact

on their practices.

Almost one-half of the sample (47%) were GPs, with internists and

general surgeons constituting 30 and 23 percent, respectively. Partly

because of this specialty mix, women physicians were underrepresented

in the sample (only one percent) . One-third (32%) of all physicians

were board-certified, and 12 percent were foreign medical graduates. A

small number (8%) belonged to a medical school faculty. Average physician

age was 54 years, with one-third of the sample 60 years or older.

*This excludes five physicians (3 GPs, 1 surgeon, and 1 internist) who
reported that they had no Medicare patients in their practice, apparently
choosing to treat a younger casemix.
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V. ANALYSIS OF MEDICARE ASSIGNMENT

The analysis consisted of two components: (1) descriptive

statistics illustrating extent of willingness to accept assignment

as a function of physician characteristics and geographic location;

and (2) econometric analysis of variations in Medicare assignment.

The analyses were based on a national sample of general practitioners,

general surgeons, and internists. All monetary variables were adjusted

for geographic cost-of-living differences (IOM, 19"76) , and expressed

in 1976 dollars.

Descriptive Results

Survey physicians were asked the question: "Of your bills to

Medicare, about what percentage do you take on assignment?" Based

on their responses, physicians were then grouped into three categories:

(1) physicians who never accept assignment (28.2%); (2) physicians who

sometimes take assignment (52.9%); and (3) those who always do (18.9%).

The average assignment rate (including the "never" group) was 32

percent, considerably lower than the 50 percent rate nationwide. This

is primarily due to the fact that our assignment measure is unweighted by

physician charges.* We know, for example, that physicians with higher average

*Another possible explanation for our low mean may be that some
physicians reported their "voluntary" assignment rate rather than
the total rate, thus excluding any joint Medicare-Medicaid patients.
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charges per beneficiary (such as surgeons) are more likely to accept

assignment, and we will explore this further in the econometric analysis.

Table V-l presents selected physician characteristics as a function

of the frequency with which they accept assignment (never, sometimes,

always) . Of our three specialty groups, general practitioners are

least willing to accept assignment, with fully one-third (32%) never

doing so. Almost four-fifths (78.9%) of all general surgeons, however,

take at least some claims on assignment, and almost one-third (29.5%)

accept all claims. This finding is consistent with other work; given'

their generally large bills, surgeons may prefer the certainty of

payment associated with assignment. As expected, given strong

private demand for their services, internists are reluctant to take

many patients on assignment; they represent only one-fifth (20.3%)

of the "always" group. Despite their disproportionate Medicare casemix,*

internists actually report the lowest assignment rates of the three

specialties: 23.8 percent of all claims on average, compared with

30.7 percent for GPs and 44.2 percent for general surgeons.

Board-certified physicians are also more likely to accept assignment

78.4 percent compared with 68.7 percent of those without such credentials

This is somewhat surprising, as we would expect more qualified physicians

*
Internists in our sample report that Medicare patients constitute
40 percent of their total caseload on average, compared with 25
and 27 percent for GPs and surgeons, respectively.
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TABLE V-l:

CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICIANS ACCEPTING ASSIGNMENT3

Never Sometimes Always
(28.2%) (52..9%) (18.9%)

Specialty:

General Practice 32.0/53.0 50.1/44.2 17.9/43.9

General Surgery 21.1/17.2 49.4/21.5 29.5/35.8

Internal Medicine 27.7/29.9 59.7/34.4 12.6/20.3

Board-Certified 21.6/24.8 59.6/36.5 18.8/32.1

Non-Board-Certified 31.3/75.2 49.6/63.5 19.0/67.9

Medical School Faculty 15.3/ 4.5 74.6/11.7 10.1/ 4.4

Non Faculty 29.3/88.5 50.9/88.3 19.8/94.6

U.S. Medical Graduate 29.1/90,4 53.3/88.2 17.7/81.7

Foreign Medical Graduate 21.9/ 9.6 50.1/11.8 28.0/18.3

Accepts Medicaid 23.6/69.1 55.4/86.3 21.0/91.2

Does not Accept Medicaid 49.5/30.9 41.1/13.7 9.5/ 8.8

Percentages to the left of the slash (/) sum to 100% within each row.
Percentages to the right sum by column.
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to eschew assignment. As GPs are rarely board-certified/* however,

this finding may be largely a specialty effect. The econometric

analysis will enable us to test this directly, holding specialty constant.

About twice as many physicians without academic appointments refuse

assignment, compared with medical school faculty (29.3% versus 15.3%).

The higher assignment rate for faculty members is probably due to the

fact that they are apt to work at 'least part-time in hospital OPDs

where assignment is mandatory. Foreign medical school graduates are

also more willing to take assignment; over one-quarter (28%) of FMGs

always accept assignment, compared with 17.7 percent of U.S. medical

school graduates. In fact, the "always" group includes twice as many

FMGs as the "never" group (18.3% vs. 9.6%). Compared with internists

and general surgeons, however, GPs are both less likely to have academic

appointments and less likely to be FMGs. Thus, these variables too

may be capturing a specialty effect, and we must await the econometric

analysis

.

Based on theory, we would expect that physicians who accept

assignment are more likely to treat Medicaid patients as well. The

crosstabular evidence in Table V-l bears this out. Fully one-half

(49.5%) of the non-participants in Medicaid never accept assignment,

and most of the others do so only on a case by case basis. By contrast,

over three-fourths of Medicaid participants also accept assignment

either some (55.4%) or all (21.0%) of the time. The small number (9.5%)

*General practice and the absence of board-certification are not
synonymous. The category, general practice, also includes family
practice, which does involve additional training and board examinations.
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of nonparticipants in the "always" group is consistent with theory;

they have not yet exhausted assigned demand and moved into the

Medicaid market. What is contradictory, however, is the fairly large

group (23.6%) of Medicaid participants who state they never take assign-

ment.* This cannot be a casemix effect, as all of the physicians in

our sample treat Medicare patients. One possible explanation is that thi

group of physicians actually treat only a very few Medicaid patients on a

charity or emergency basis and are not active participants in the

Medicaid market. Paringer (1980) , for example, recognized this

possibility and chose a low level of Medicaid output (as opposed to

zero output) to distinguish between participants and non-participants.

Table V-2 presents the geographic location of physicians in each

of the three assignment groups. Physicians in non-metropolitan areas

are more willing to accept assignment than are their city colleagues.

They are particularly more likely to accept all of their Medicare

cases on assignment; fully one-quarter of them do so, compared with

14 and 19.5 percent of physicians in large and small metropolitan areas,

respectively. (Large metropolitan areas were defined as those with

populations of 1.5 million or more.) While this might be attributed

to a charity motive on the part of rural physicians (whose charity

is more visible than that of physicians in a large city) , important

demand factors are not held constant here. The elderly in rural areas,

for example, are apt to be poorer and to have more limited supplementary

insurance coverage.

*This paradox is currently being studied by the authors under a
related HCFA grant.
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Table V-2:

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF PHYSICIANS
ACCEPTING ASSIGNMENT3

Never Somptimp 1? Alwav 1?

Large Metropolitan 30 . 7/38 .

1

55.3/36.9 14.0/25. 5

Small Metropolitan 28.8/37.2 51.7/35.6 19.5/37. 1

Non-Metropolitan 24.4/24.7 50.8/27.5 24.8/37. 4

North East 19.0/19.1 56.6/30.3 24.4/36. 4

North Central 35.1/27.2 47.6/19.7 17. 3/20.

South 29.3/33.3 50.0/30.3 20.7/35. 1

West 32.3/20.4 58.6/19.7 9.1/ 8. 5

Percentages to the
Percentages to the

left of the slash (/)

right sum by column.
sum to 100% within each row.
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Table V-2 also shows large regional differences in assignment,

intergeographic differences that are generally consistent with those

based on claims data. Physicians in the Northeast are far more likely

to accept assignment than are physicians in other regions, 81 percent

compared with 65-70 percent elsewhere. Perhaps most striking is the

very small number (9.1%) of Western physicians willing to assign all

of their claims, less than half the number in other parts of the

country. Again, variations in demand as well as in the supply of physicians

across regions may partially explain these differences.

Econometric Analysis

Empirical Specification

A reduced form equation for Medicare assignment can be specified

as follows:

ASSIGN = f(MPC; BSF; CRR; CC; HEALTH; Y; INSUR; MDCRED ; MDAGE;

PRACC; MDPOP; POLIT)

where ASSIGN = physician's assignment rate,

MPC = Medicare prevailing charge,

BSF = Blue Shield fee,

CRR = carrier rate of reduction,

CC = Medicare collection costs,

HEALTH = health status of county population,

Y = per capita income,

INSUR = health insurance coverage,

MDCRED = vector of physician credentials,

MDAGE = physician age

,

PRACC = physician practice costs,

MDPOP = physician-population ratio,

POLIT = physician political attitudes.

Variable definitions and means are presented in Table V-3.
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TABLE V-3

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, AND MEANS

Variable Definition Means

ASSIGN1

ASSIGN2

MPC

BSF

CRR

DENY

INVEST

DEATH

Y

OVER65

SSI

GS

IM

BOARD

FMG

FAC

MDAGE

MDAGESO

FEMALE

percent of all Medicare claims accepted 31.87

on assignment

Medicare assigned claims as a percentage 9.43
of total caseload

Medicare prevailing charge for a follow-up 11.64
hospital visit

Blue Shield fee for follow-up hospital 10.61
visit

carrier rate of reduction .73

proportion of all assigned claims that .06

are denied

proportion of all assigned claims that .07

are investigated

mortality rate for the elderly 6.02

per capita income (in 000 'si 5.34

proportion of persons aged 65 and over .10

SSI recipients as proportion of all elderly .36
(as proportion of total population) (.03)

physician is general surgeon .23

physician is internist .30

physician is board-certified .32

foreign medical graduate .12

physician is medical school faculty member .08

physician's age - 54.39

physician's age squared 3066.22

physician is female .01
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TABLE V-3: Cont'd

Variable

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, AND MEANS

Definition Means

PRACY

RESTRICT

WAGE

MDPOP

LIB

physician has nonpractice income of
$10,000+

physician has restricted his practice for
health reasons

wage rate for nonphysician personnel

physician-population ratio

physician strongly agrees that medical care
is a right

.18

.17

4.48

1.09

.19

CON physician strongly disagrees .31
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Dependent Variables : The dependent variable is the percentage

of Medicare patients' bills taken on assignment (ASSIGNl) . An alternative

specification of this variable is an estimate of the percent of the

physician's practice devoted to Medicare patients on assignment (ASSIGN2)

,

i.e., ASSIGNl times the fraction of the physician's patient load

eligible for Medicare. Some physicians with fairly low assignment rates

may still devote a large proportion of their total practice to assigned

patients, because of their higher concentration of Medicare patients

generally. The average internist's caseload, for example, includes 9.4

percent assigned patients, compared with 7.6 percent for GPs and 12

percent for surgeons. The model was tested with both specifications.

Directional hypotheses are generally similar, but differences are

noted below.

Independent Variables - Fee Schedules : Two variables are

included to measure the influence of relative fee schedules: the

Medicare prevailing charge for a follow-up hospital visit (MPC) and

Blue Shield's maximum allowed payment for the same procedure (BSF) .*

The Medicare prevailing charge is defined for the physician's reasonable

charge locality and was obtained from the 1976 Medicare Directory of

Prevailing Charges . The Blue Shield fee was constructed from physician

self-reported survey data and is defined for the physician's Blue

Shield plan area. As these responses may reflect an area's specialty

mix, individual physician responses were weighted by national proportions

*As seen in Table V-3, the Medicare prevailing charge is larger than
the Blue Shield fee, rather than smaller as expected. In part, this
may be because prevailing charges were obtained from secondary data
and the Blue Shield fees from physician self-reports. In addition,
the prevailing charge is the maximum allowed charge and thus may exceed
the average allowed charge under Medicare.
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of physicians in each of the three specialties. Assignment rates

are hypothesized to be positively related with the Medicare prevailing

charge, and negatively with the Blue Shield fee schedule.

Some physicians are reimbursed at less than the prevailing charge

(if their customary charge, as determined by Medicare, is lower), and in

these instances MPC will not capture the relative generosity of Medicare

carriers. In order to capture this, we also included the carrier rate of

reduction (CRR) , i.e. the percent of times the Medicare payment is less

than the physician's charge. This variable, although defined for a fairly

large area (carrier-wide), does provide a partial measure of the physician's

net fee. The higher the carrier rate of reduction, the lower the assignment

rate is hypothesized to be.

Collection Costs : In the 1975 HCFA-NORC survey, physicians were asked

provide estimates of the relative difficulty in dealing with five different

insurers including Medicare. Each physician was asked to identify which two

insurers had the most time-consuming insurance forms', which two most often

returned claims for additional work, and which two were slowest in reim-

bursing the physician. If Medicare was named as one of the worst offenders,

physicians were asked to provide an estimate of the burden, e.g., the mean

number of months it took to be paid. From these responses, six variables

were constructed to measure collection costs associated with Medicare:
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(1) percent of times Medicare named as one of two most likely to

return claims;

(2) percent of times Medicare named as one of two most time-consuming;

(3) percent of times Medicare named as one of two slowest in paying
the physician;

(4) mean percentage of time a Medicare claim is returned to the
physician's office for additional work;

(5) mean number of months it usually takes to receive payments from
Medicare ; and

(6) average number of minutes required to fill out a Medicare claim
form.

The latter three variables were used by Sloan ,. Cromwell , and Mitchell (1977),

with mixed results.

Although the survey responses may be preferable because they provide

perceived collection costs, they may also contain some errors-in-variables

.

First, physicians who do not accept assignment may not have been able to

reliably describe the administrative costs associated with Medicare; if so,

costs will be underestimated. Second, these are "worst case" estimates and

may not reflect the general experience of physicians within an area; in

this instance, administrative costs will be biased upwards. An alternative

is to use data reported by the Part B carriers themselves. The following

data were available by carrier for assigned claims in 1976: (1) claims

investigation rates; (2) denial rates; and (3) mean processing times. These

rates may provide more reliable measures of the Medicare administrative burden.

The assignment equations were estimated both with the self-reported

collection cost variables, and with those obtained from the carriers.

Only two of the variables were stable and generally significant, and

hence were included in the equations presented here: (1) the denial

rate (DENY) and (2) the investigation rate (INVEST) . Physicians are

hypothesized to be more willing to accept assignment when these costs

are lower, ceteris paribus .
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Health Status : Patient health status (DEATH) is proxied by the age and

sex-adjusted mortality rate for the elderly, defined for the physician's

county. Higher mortality rates will increase the demand for assigned

services, as more seriously ill persons exhaust their financial resources

and are unable to pay the physician's usual charge. Physicians are also

more likely to accept assignment in these areas, in order to ensure

payment for elderly persons expected to die soon.

Ability to Pay ; Two variables measure ability to pay: income

and health insurance coverage. Income (Y) is defined as per capita

income in the physician's county and is hypothesized to shift the fee-

setting demand curve outwards, thus lowering assignment rates.

Both Medicare and Medicaid provide health insurance coverage for the

elderly. Medicare coverage is defined as the proportion of persons aged 65

years and over in the physician's county (OVER65) , and raises demand for

both assigned and nonassigned services. The net effect on the percent of

claims taken on assignment and on the proportion of physician's caseload

devoted to assigned patients is clearly negative. In communities with a

disproportionately larger elderly population, the downward sloping portion

of the demand curve shifts outward, allowing the physician to draw upon a

larger pool of nonassigned patients before entering the assignment market.

The horizontal (assigned) portion of the curve also lengthens, but physician

participation here may be limited, particularly if private (non-Medicare)

demand is relatively strong.

Assignment rates are hypothesized to be higher in those areas where

the physician faces a larger pool of joint Medicare-Medicaid beneficiaries

(SSI) . No data on Medicaid enrollments for the elderly are available below

the state level, but data on the percentage of elderly population receiving
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SSI payments (and hence categorically eligible for Medicaid) are available

by county from the 1977 City and County Data Book . When the dependent

variable is ASSIGNl, we include SSI recipients as a proportion of all elderly.

For ASSIGN2 , we specify the joint beneficiary pool as the ratio of SSI

recipients to total county population.

Physician Credentials : Four variables measuring the physician's creden-

tials will influence his willingness to accept assignment: specialty,

board-certification, FMG status, and whether he is a faculty member of a

medical school. Specialists face a higher demand for their services in the

fee-setting market, and thus internists and general surgeons are hypothesized

to take fewer claims on assignment than are general practitioners. Offsetting

this demand effect is a collection effect, i.e., the apparent willing-

ness of physicians with large bills to take assignment in order to

guarantee payment. For this reason, general surgeons thus may be more

likely to accept assignment; which effect dominates will be tested

.empirically. When the dependent variable is specified as ASSIGN2, we

expect a change in one of the specialty variables. Because internists

are more likely to treat the elderly, they are hypothesized to devote

a larger share of their total caseload to assigned Medicare patients,

ceteris paribus . The dummy variables IM and GS represent internists

and general surgeons, respectively. General practitioners represent

the omitted category.

Board-certified physicians, U.S. medical school graduates, and medical

school faculty are generally considered to be of higher technical quality, and
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hence face a greater private demand for their services. As a result, they

are hypothesized to take fewer Medicare claims on assignment. (Offsetting

this demand effect for medical school faculty, however, is their greater

likelihood of practicing part-time in hospital OPDs. Because assignment

is mandatory in these instances, faculty may have higher assignment rates.)

BOARD, FMG, and FAC all assume the value one if the physician is board-certified

if he is a FMG, or if he is a member of a medical school faculty.

Physician Age : More experienced physicians may be less willing

to accept assignment, because of their higher implicit wage. As physicians

age, however, demand for their services may fall in the private market.

In this instance, assignment rates will be higher. Because we expect

the relationship to be U-shaped, physician age will be specified both

in linear and squared form. If the wage effect dominates through late

middle age with the demand effect becoming more important in later

years, we would expect the MDAGE and MDAGESQ variables to be positive

and negative, respectively.

Practice Costs : Practice costs include the cost of the physician's time

and the wage rate for nonphysician personnel. Physicians with nonpractice

income over $10,000 (PRACY) , and physicians who report that health problems

have restricted their practice (RESTRICT) are hypothesized to value their

leisure time more highly, and thus take fewer Medicare claims on assignment.

Women physicians with children (CHILD) also had been hypothesized to have

a higher time price (and thus eschew assignment) , but preliminary regressions

found that this variable was consistently positive and at times significant.

As CHILD is highly correlated with proportion female, we hypothesized that

CHILD was capturing the lower wage rate for women physicians (Kehrer, 1976)

,
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rather than the higher time price for those with children. Therefore, we

decided to include the proportion of physicians who are women (FEMALE)

directly in our estimates.

When wage levels are high, physicians will be less willing to accept

Medicare patients on assignment. WAGE is defined as a county index of hourly

wage rates of nonphysician personnel. (Wage data for five categories of

office staff were available from the HCFA-NORC survey.)

Physician-Population Ratio : MDPOP is defined as the number of

office-based physicians per 1,000 county population. As this ratio

rises, competition among physicians for private patients increases

and private demand shifts in, encouraging assignment. MDPOP is thus

hypothesized to be positively related to assignment rates. A negative

(or zero) coefficient, on the other hand, could be interpreted as

evidence that physicians can protect their workloads by inducing demand

for non-assigned services.

Political Attitudes : In order to examine noneconomic factors

that may influence assignment rates, we include two variables measuring

physician political attitudes. The first variable (LIB) is a dummy

variable set equal to one if the physician strongly agrees with the

statement that "it is the responsibility of society, through its govern-

ment, to provide everyone with the best available medical care, whether

he can afford it or not". The second variable (CON) is set equal to

one if the physician strongly disagrees with the same statement. The

inclusion of these two variables will also enable us to test the impact

of economic policy variables over and above that of idiosyncratic attitudes.
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Estimation Method

Two equations were estimated: one with the percentage of Medicare

patients taken on assignment as the dependent variable (ASSIGNl) and

one with the percent of the physician's practice spent with assigned

Medicare patients as the dependent variable (ASSIGN2). Preliminary

examination of the first dependent variable showed concentrations of

values at both upper and lower bounds. That is, 28 percent of

physicians take no claims on assignment (and the dependent variable

is zero in these cases) , and 19 percent of physicians accept all

Medicare patients on assignment (and thus the dependent variable is

100%). In this instance, ordinary least squares will yield biased

estimates and two-limit probit is the appropriate technique (Rosett

and Nelson, 1975)

.

Using two-limit, probit (2LP) , one estimates an index that

simultaneously determines both the probability of observing a non-limit

value for the dependent variable and the dependent variable's expected

value conditional on a set of exogenous variables. Interpretation of

results, however, is a two-step process, unlike OLS estimates which

have direct implications (e.g., the coefficient of income in a

consumption function is the marginal propensity to consume) . Estimates

must first be converted using both the normal density and the

cumulative normal distributions before impacts on conditional probabilities

can be determined. Signs of coefficients and statistical significance

do give direction of effects on probabilities, however. A predicted
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value for the dependent variable is derived as follows (assuming

upper and lower limits of 100 and zero, respectively):*

E(Y) L2 P

where E(Y) = expected value of the dependent variable, given the

values of the explanatory variables.

L2 = upper limit (in our case, 100)

I = predicted value of index (E$.X.)11
a = standard deviation .of the index

P(«) = cumulative normal distribution

Z(») = normal density distribution

Examination of the second dependent variable revealed a concentration

only at the lower limit, 28 percent of physicians again having zero

values. In this case, Tobit analysis is the appropriate technique

(Goldberger, 1964) . Derivation of an expected value for ASSIGN2 using

Tobit is conceptually similar to the 2LP approach, but computationally

much simpler:

Econometric Results

Four regression equations are shown in Table V-4. Equation (2)

presents two-limit probit (2LP) estimates of the percent of Medicare

patients taken on assignment, while eq. (4) explains the percent of

practice devoted to assigned patients using Tobit analysis. OLS

regression results (eqs. 1 and 3) have been included for comparative

*Terms for the lower limit have been dropped as they equal zero.

E(Y)
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TABLE V-4:

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MEDICARE
ASSIGNMENT ANALYSIS

(t-statistics in parentheses)

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

INDEPENDENT ASSIGNl ASSIGN2
VARIABLE

OLS 2LP OLS Tobit
(1) (2) (3) (4)

MPC 3 .60 7 .57 - 1 .29 1 .84

(3 .9)** (4 .7) ** (3 .5)** (3 .8) **

BSP .18 .38 .11 .52

(0 .2) (0 .2) (0 .3) (1 2)

CRR -133 .52 -296 .72 -30 48 -54 .06

(5 .2) ** (5 .8)** (3 0) ** (4 .1)**

DENY -81 41 -234 89 -25 14 -36 64

(1 2) (2 0)** (1. 0) (1 1)

INVEST -137. 94 -278. 79 -41 43 -23. 88

(2. 3) ** (2. 6) ** a. 8) * (0. 8)

DEATH 2 98 28 0. 28 r. 13

(0. 7) (0. 0) (0 2) (0. 5)

Y " -7. 01 -15. 98 -1 57 -2. 18

(2. 5) ** (3. 3) ** Cl. 4) ex. 4)

OVER65 -270. 40 -500. 25 -52. 07 -62. 29

(4. 3) ** (4. 2)** (2. 1) ** (1. 9) *

SSI -6. 74 -i. 17 -19. 74 -31. 09

(2. 0) ** (2. 0) ** (1. 3) (1. 6)

GS 12. 22 13. 56 3. 70 5. 74

(3. 0) ** (1. 9) * (2. 3) ** (2. 7) **

IM -6. 00 -11. 70 1. 84 2. 92

(1. 7)* (1. 9) * Cl. 3) Cl. 5)

BOARD -1. 42 8. 45 0. 63 0. 87

(0. 4) (1. 3) (0. 4) (0. 5)

FMG 9. 93 21. 35 2. 75 1. 98

(2. 3) ** (2. 8) ** (1 6) (0. 9)

FAC -0. 64 -0. 16 0. 16 1. 44

(0 1) (0. 0) (0 1) (0. 5)

MDAGE -2. 16 -3 01 -0. 67 -1 48
(1 9) * (1 6) Cl. 5) (2 5) **

MDAGESQ 02 0. 03 0. 01 01
(2. 2) ** CI. 8) * (1 8) * (2. 6) **
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TABLE V-4: Cont'd.

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR MEDICARE
ASSIGNMENT ANALYSIS

(t-statistics in parentheses)

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

INDEPENDENT ASSIGNl ASSIGN2
VARIABLE

OLS 2LP OLS Tobit
(1) (2)

'

(3) (4)

FEMALE 433.75 1296.74 326.95 632. S7

(0.6) (1.1) (1.1) (1.7)

*

PRACY -8.32 -10.18 -3.81 -3.95

(2.2)** (1.6) (2.6) ** (2.1)**

RESTRICT -7.49 -10.24 -3.01 -2.14

(2.0) ** (1.6) (2.0) ** (1.1)

WAGE 1.58 1.48 0.92 1.61

(1.3) (0.6) (1.9)* (2.3) **

MDPOP -6.93 -8.54 -3.31 -5.13

(2.0) ** (1.5) (2.4) ** (2.9) **

LIB 6.52 9.11 1.76 3.63

(1.7)* (1.4) (1.2) (1.9)*

CON -9.24 -16.59 -3.74 -5.15

(2.9) ** (2.9) ** (3.0) ** (3.1)**

CONST 196.65 374.59 43.16 62.15

(4.0) ** (2.1)**

R
2
(c) = 0.17 a = 58.17 R

2
(c) = 0.09 a = 17.71

F = 7.41** F = 4.09**

Significant at ten percent level.
**Significant at five percent level.
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purposes; where there are differences, greater reliance should be placed

on the 2LP and Tobit results. Although the regressions leave much of the

variation unexplained, many of the coefficients are statistically

significant in the hypothesized direction. Most important, these

regressions provide the first national estimates of the impact of policy

variables on physicians' willingness to accept assignment.

Because the 2LP and Tobit coefficients are not directly inter-

pretable, a table of marginal impacts of selected, statistically signifi-

cant variables is provided (Table V-5) . Elasticities are calculated

for continuous variables, marginal effects for discrete, dummy variables.

For example, a one percent increase in the claims investigation rate

(INVEST) results in a 0.33 percent decline in the mean assignment rate.

Marginal effects simply give the absolute change in the probability of

accepting assignment associated with positive values of the discrete

independent variables. Thus, being a general surgeon increases the

physician's assignment rate by 7.79 percentage points, ceteris paribus ,

relative to GPs (around a mean of 32 percent)

.

The net impact of an increase in the Medicare prevailing charge

is clearly positive, as predicted, and highly significant. Physicians

are definitely willing to accept more of their Medicare patients on

assignment and to devote a larger share of their practice to assigned

patients, when the prevailing charges are higher. The estimated

elasticities associated with the MPC variable are above 1.0, suggesting

that the magnitude of physician response to changes in the reimbursement

level would be quite large. A ten percent increase in the Medicare
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TABLE V-5:

IMPACT OF SELECTED EXPLANATORY
VARIABLES ON MEDICARE ASSIGNMENT

Elasticity

ASSIGNl ASSIGN2

Variable

MPC 1.47 +1.36

CRR -3.27 -2.24

DENY -0.23 b

INVEST -0. 33 b

Y -1.36 b

OVER65 -0.79 -0.34

SSI -0.01 b

GS — — +7.79 +3.77

IM — — -6.51 b

FMG — — +12.47 b

MDAGE -0.97 -2.12

FEMALE be
PRACY — — b -2.35

WAGE b +0.45

MDPOP b -0.38

LIB ~ — b +2.35

CON — — -9.13 -3.10

Unlike OLS estimates, two-limit probit and Tobit elasticities will
vary somewhat depending on whether one assumes an increase or decrease
in the independent variable. Here we assumed a 10 percent increase in

all continuous variables in calculating the elasticities.

Variable was not significant.

'Variable mean was too small for meaningful estimate.
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prevailing would increase average assignment by 14.7 percent, or 4.7

percentage points (around a mean of 31.87%). If Medicare competes

with other third-party payors for physician time, we were unable to

find evidence for it here; higher Blue Shield fees had no discernible

impact on assignment.

The Medicare prevailing charge is only a partial measure of

carrier generosity. The physician's net fee is also determined by

how frequently the allowed payment is less than his usual charge, or

the carrier rate of reduction. Physicians' willingness to take

assignment appears to be highly sensitive to this rate; the CRR

variable is consistently negative and quite elastic. Areas with a

carrier rate of reduction one standard deviation above the mean

(CRR = 0.79) experience assignment rates about twenty percentage

points lower than in areas where the rate of reduction is one S.D.

below the mean (C.67).

Higher claims investigation and denial rates (DENY , INVEST) exert a

significant, negative impact on assignment rates, but have no effect on

the assigned share of total caseload. Associated elasticities for these

two collection cost variables are considerably lower, however, than that

for the prevailing charge: -0.23 and -0.33 for DENY and INVEST, respectively.

Community demand variables generally have the expected impacts on

assignment rates. Higher incomes raise private demand (including

non-assigned Medicare demand) , thus significantly depressing assignment

rates. A ten x^ercent increase in per capita income (Y) lowers assign-

ment 13.6 percent. Greater Medicare coverage (OVER65) raises demand
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for both assigned and nonassigned services, but, as we see in both

eqs. (2) and (4) , the net effect is clearly negative. As hypothesized,

the physician is able to draw upon a larger pool of nonassigned patients

before entering the assignment market.

It had been hypothesized that assignment rates would be higher

where the joint beneficiary pool was larger. Holding all other factors

constant, however, the SSI variable is negative and significant in

eq. (2), although its associated elasticity is extremely small. One

admittedly ex post explanation may be that areas with relatively more

joint eligibles are also characterized by higher Medicaid collection

costs (which we did not measure)

.

Finally, the health status of the elderly population as measured

by their mortality rate (DEATH) had no impact on assignment, ceteris

paribus . The main reason for its insignificant marginal effect is

probably the relative lack of variation in this measure (its coefficient

of variation was only 0.09).

Four variables were included to measure physician credentials:

specialty (GS and IM) , BOARD, FMG, and FAC. Internists accepted

significantly fewer patients on assignment as predicted, due to higher

private demand for their services. For general surgeons, the desire

to ensure collection of large bills appears to dominate this specialty

demand effect. The marginal effect for the GS coefficient in eq. (2)

implies that the assignment rate for general surgeons is about 24

percent higher on average than that for GPs, and 56 percent higher than

that for internists, ceteris paribus . General surgeons also spend

disproportionately more time with assigned patients over all; the average
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surgeon devotes 13.2 percent of his total caseload to assigned patients

compared with 9.4 percent for GPs. Although not significant, the IM

coefficient is also positive in eq. (4) which is consistent with

internists' elderly casemix.

FMGs accept significantly more claims on assignment, about 39

percent more than the average U.S. medical school graduate. Once

specialty was held constant, the remaining credential variables (FAC,

BOARD) were not significant.

Physicians with higher time prices definitely appear to take

fewer claims on assignment, although not all of the time cost variables

attain statistical significance. The MDAGE and MDAGESQ coefficients

imply a declining assignment rate associated with physician age (due

to the higher implicit wage of more experienced physicians) , but

with the rate beginning to rise after age 48 (due to a drop in private

demand for older physicians). As seen in Table V-5, the net total

impact is negative, with an estimated elasticity of -0.97 evaluated

at the means. The PRACY and RESTRICT coefficients are also consistently

negative as hypothesized but often not significant. Women physicians

(who were hypothesized to have a lower implicit wage) do appear to

take more claims on assignment, but the FEMALE coefficient is significant

only in the Tobit equation. Because of their very small sample size

(women constitute only one percent of our sample) , we were unable to

derive realistic marginal effects for this variable.

It had been hypothesized that high wage levels for nonphysician

personnel would raise practice costs, and thus discourage assignment.
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The WAGE variable, however, is positive and significant in one of the

two assignment specifications (eq. 4) . While contrary to theory, this

finding is consistent with similar work on assignment (Paringer, 1980).

Higher physician-population ratios lower assignment rates,

although the MDPOP coefficient is significant only in the Tobit equation.

As increased competition for private patients was hypothesized to

encourage assignment, the negative (and zero) coefficients could be

interpreted as evidence that physicians are able to protect their

non-assigned workloads through inducement. Alternatively, the under-

lying relationship may be more complex. We know from other work,* for

example, that high MDPOP areas are characterized not by higher levels of

Medicaid participation, but by fewer participants and by the concentration

of large numbers of Medicaid patients within a few physician practices --

the so-called "Medicaid mills". Competition thus appears to result in

an increase in the maldistribution of Medicaid patients across practices,

rather than an increase in average physician participation rates. A

similar behavioral relationship between MDPOP and assignment may also

exist. **

Finally, physician political attitudes do play an important role.

Physicians who strongly disagree that medical care is a right have

significantly lower assignment rates, about 29 percent lower compared

* See, for example, Mitchell and Cromwell, 1980 and Sloan, Mitchell,
and Cromwell, 1978.

** This phenomenon is currently being investigated by the principal
investigator under a related HCFA grant.
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with other physicians. Similarly, these conservative physicians

devote only about 6.3 percent of their total caseload to assigned

patients on average, compared with 11.8 percent for their more

liberal colleagues (who strongly agree with the same statement)

.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Conclusions

Policymakers have become increasingly concerned over the growing

number of physicians who are unwilling to accept Medicare patients on

assignment. Lower assignment rates increase the financial burden on the

elderly and may restrict access to physicians' services. Our national

sample of general practitioners, internists, and general surgeons confirmed

this reluctance to accept assignment on the part of many physicians. Over

one-quarter (28.2%) of survey physicians stated that they never accept

assignment on any of their patients; a smaller number (18.9%) report that

they always do. The remaining physicians pick and choose their assigned

patients on a case by case basis. Much of the previous research has

either been descriptive in nature or conducted at the state level. This is

the first time national data have been available to analyze the factors

influencing the individual physician '

s

assignment decision.

Assignment rates were found to be highly sensitive to reimbursement

and administrative practices under Medicare. Physicians are siqnificantlv

more likely to accept the Medicare allowed charge as payment-in-full when

that charge is higher. A ten percent increase in the Medicare prevailing

charge will raise average assignment rates by 15 percent, or almost five

percentage points, ceteris paribus . Similarly, assignment rates are

higher when the Medicare allowed charge is closer to the physician's

actual charge, i.e. when the carrier rate of reduction is lower. The

average carrier rate of reduction is 73 percent, that is, 73 percent of

submitted Medicare claims are reimbursed at a lower rate than what the

physician actually charged. If this rate is lowered by 10 percent (so that
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only 66 percent of physicians' charges are reduced), the assignment rate

increases dramatically from 32 to 44 percent.

Collection costs associated with obtaining payment under Medicare

were also found to influence the assignment decision. Physicians are

significantly Less likely to take assignment when the carrier investigated

claims more frequently or when the carrier was more likely to deny them

outright. While smaller in their estimated impact than the reimbursement

variables, these collection costs are clearly important; a ten percent

reduction in the claims investigation rate, for example, would raise the

assignment rate by a full percentage point.

Many of the coefficients imply a declining time trend in assignment; •

growth in real income, an aging population, and a reduction in FMG stock

are all associated with lower assignment rates. These results at first seem

paradoxical; how can demographic and income shifts accelerate the downward

trend in assignment? For one, the assigned and non-assigned components

of the Medicare program definitely compete with each other for the physician'

scarce time. The physician is less likely to accept assignment when the

demand for non-assigned services is greater, as measured by higher per capita

incomes and by a higher proportion of Medicare beneficiaries. Communities

with a relatively small elderly population (say, one standard deviation

below the mean, or 7.3%) enjoy assignment rates 46 percent higher than those

with disproportionately large elderly populations (one S.D. above the mean,

or 12.3%). Yet, by the year 2000, 31 percent of the U.S. population will be

elderly, as the "baby boom" generation reaches age 65. Serious barriers to

access may arise as the elderly compete for physician services under Medicare

As for the kinds of physicians who take assignment, they are dispropor-

tionately surgeons and foreign medical school graduates. The low assignment
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rates for internists, while consistent with descriptive claims data, are

confirmed here for the first time, holding other demand and supply factors

constant. The reluctance of internists to accept assigned patients is of

particular concern as it may imply problems of access to ambulatory care

for the elderly poor. While the concentration of FMGs in the assignment

market may suggest possible diminutions in quality for these patients, they

do represent an important source of care. The curtailment of FMG immigration

as a result of the 1976 Health Professions Educational Assistance Act thus

may have the unintended side effect of further lowering assignment rates.

Policy Implications

Based on these results, the policy implications would appear straight-

forward, but as we shall see, they are not at all. Raise the prevailing

charge and/or reduce the carrier rate of reduction (thereby raising average

allowed charges) , and assignment rates should increase substantially. But

is this the optimal program strategy from society's point of view? Unlike

Medicaid fees, Medicare allowed charges are set using UCR criteria and are.

already fairly generous relative to other third-party payors. The assignment

option, furthermore, far from constraining physician revenues, actually

enables the physician to be a more perfect price discriminator and thereby

maximize income. The physician can choose to accept marginal patients on

assignment when it becomes financially advantageous to do so, without having

to lower his fee for all his nonassigned patients. What exactly happens when

we raise the reimbursement level? Some physicians will be attracted into

the assignment market for the first time, others will expand their Medicare

output, including their supply of assigned services, and for some assignment

rates will remain unaffected. All physicians, however, enjoy a windfall
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gain as a result of the higher rates , including those physicians whose

assignment behavior has not changed. The result is a simple income transfer

from the government and (because of the coinsurance) from Medicare patients

as well to physicians^ and as we shall see below, the increased financial

burden is not distributed equally across beneficiaries.

We know empirically that an increase in allowed charges will yield

a net gain in assignment, but which patients are affected and how?* We

can distinguish five separate patient groups that may be affected: (1)

Medicare patients who previously received no physician services; (2) assigned

patients who continue to be taken on assignment; (3) assigned patients who

now receive no care; (4) nonassigned patients who remain so; and (5) "con-

versions," patients who were nonassigned prior to the reimbursement increase

but who become assigned. Assuming positively .sloped supply curves, a reim-

bursement increase will encourage physicians to expand their assigned caseloads,

providing services to some Medicare patients who previously went untreated.

For this group, there has been a definite improvement in access to care. The

assumption of positively sloped curves may not be a realistic one, however.

If physician supply curves are backward-bending, an increase in the allowed •

charge may result in a reduction in output, beginning with those visits

yielding the lowest net marginal revenue. Thus, services to Medicaid

patients would be cut back first (along with those to other poor uninsured

patients), followed by assigned Medicare visits.

The second group experiences no change in assignment status but, because

of the increased coinsurance, must now pay more for the same visit. For some

*See Chapter III for a more detailed, graphical exposition of these effects.
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previously assigned patients, this higher out-of-pocket price is beyond

their means , and they drop out of the market altogether (our third group)

.

The financial burden actually falls, however, for all of the nonassigned patients,

as the difference between the allowed charge and the physician's fee is

narrowed. This "benefit" may be short-lived if, in the long-run, physicians

raise their usual fees as nonassigned Medicare demand increases. The

reduction in net price is greatest for the conversions (Group 5) who now must

pay only the coinsurance.

In sum, increased assignment resulting from higher allowed charges

does not necessarily mean improved access and reduced financial liability

for all Medicare patients. The relative position of nonassigned patients

generally improves, while some assigned patients are actually worse off.

A positive net gain in assignment, furthermore, rests on the assumption of

positively sloped supply curves. If supply curves are backward-bending,

assigned output will fall, restricting access for the elderly poor.

Recommendations for Program Reform

An alternative for policymakers would be to restructure the Part B

program by either eliminating the assignment option altogether or by

instituting an "all or nothing" requirement:

(1) The Medicaid option - The assignment option would be eliminated,
and physicians would be reimbursed a fixed fee for treatment of
Medicare patients, much as they are now under the Medicaid program.
Patients would no longer be reimbursed by the government for the
physician bill.

(2) "All or nothing" or non-case option - The case by case assignment
option would be eliminated, and physicians would have to accept all
of their Medicare patients on assignment, or none at all. Non-
assigned patients would still retain their option to collect from the

government.

Under the first approach (the Medicaid option) , all physicians would

have to accept the Medicare allowed charge as payment-in-full and be paid
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directly by the government. Medicare patients would be responsible only

for the coinsurance and deductible. Except for the cost-sharing, this

option is identical to Medicaid in that patients cannot receive payment

from the program and the physician enjoys no billing flexibility. The

result would be an immediate inward shift in demand which should encourage

participation. All physicians treating Medicare patients would have to

"accept assignment" or forego any public reimbursement for them. Although

some physicians may wish to opt out of the Medicare program altogether

(as many have done under Medicaid) , they are faced with Hobson 1 s choice.

Given the absolute magnitude of many Medicare caseloads, most physicians

would suffer a substantial drop in income if they dropped out of the market.

Reducing collection costs associated with billing the government directly

should also encourage physicians to continue treating Medicare patients.

Under the second, "all or nothing" approach (the non-case option),

physicians cou^d no longer take assignment on a case by case basis; they

must take all claims on assignment or none at all, thus constraining their

ability to price discriminate. Patients would still retain the ability to

collect the Medicare allowed charge (minus the coinsurance) from the

government, thus buoying up nonassigned demand. As physicians would still

retain some real choice here unlike the Medicaid option, they would probably prefer

this option (and thus it may be more politically realistic) . The net impact

on the supply of assigned and nonassigned services is unknown, however, and

would depend on (1) the number of physicians choosing "all" vs. "nothing,"

and (2) the average Medicare caseloads within each group. An additional

concern would be the relative credentials and modus operandi of physicians

in each group.
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Further research is needed to determine the implications of both the

Medicaid and non-case options. Under a related HCFA grant, the authors are

currently simulating the impact of the non-case option on assignment rates

and the supplies of assigned and total Medicare visits.
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TABLE V-3:

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS, AND MEANS

Variable Definition Means

ASSIGN1

ASSIGN2

MPC

BSF

CRR

DENY

INVEST

DEATH

Y

OVER65

SSI

GS

IM

BOARD

FMG

FAC

MDAGE

MDAGESO

FEMALE

percent of all Medicare claims accepted 31.87
on assignment

Medicare assigned claims as a percentage 9.43
of total caseload

Medicare prevailing charge for a follow-up 11.64
hospital visit

Blue Shield fee for follow-up hospital 10.61
visit

carrier rate of reduction .73

proportion of all assigned claims that .06

are denied

proportion of all assigned claims that .07

are investigated

mortality rate for the elderly 6.02

per capita income (in QOQ'sl 5.34

proportion of persons aged 65 and over . 10

SSI recipients as proportion of all elderly .36
(as proportion of total population) (.03)

physician is general surgeon .23

physician is internist .30

physician is board-certified .32

foreign medical graduate .12

physician is medical school faculty member .08

physician's age • 54.39

physician's age squared 3066.22

physician is female .01
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TABLE V-3: Cont'd

VARIABLE DEFINITIONS / AND MEANS

Variable Definition Means

PRACY physician has nonpractice income of
$10,000+

RESTRICT physician has restricted his practice for
health reasons

WAGE wage rate for nonphysician personnel

MDPOP physician-population ratio

LIB physician strongly agrees that medical care
is a right

.18

.17

4.48

1.09

.19

CON physician strongly disagrees .31








